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4123-6-05.2 Employer access to the HPP - employer enrollment and

selection of MCO.

(A) An employer may select any bureau certified MCO that has contracted with the
bureau, and has not been placed at capacity pursuant to rule 4123-6-03.3 of the
Administrative Code the MCO contract, during an open enrollment period as
provided in this rule. The bureau shall develop a process for verifying an
employer’s MCO selection.

(B) The bureau shall select an MCO for a state fund employer that fails to select an
MCO, as necessary.

(C) If an MCO merges into or is acquired by another MCO, the bureau shall assign the
employers formerly assigned to that MCO to the surviving MCO.

(D) If the administrator decertifies an MCO or terminates any agreement or contract
between the bureau and an MCO, the bureau shall randomly assign the employers
formerly assigned to the decertified or terminated MCO to all remaining, eligible
MCOs.

(E) Selection of an MCO by an employer or selection by the bureau shall be until the next
open enrollment period. At the bureau's discretion or upon the employer's request,
the bureau may reassign an employer from the MCO if the bureau determines that
the reassignment is in the best interest of both the employer and the MCO.

(F) Once the MCO has been selected by either the employer or the bureau, the employer
shall notify all employees of the selection.

(G) The bureau shall establish an open enrollment period during which time an employer
may change its selection of an MCO at least once every two years, but no more
than once in a year. During an open enrollment period, an employer may:

(1) Select a new MCO; or

(2) Continue with the employer's current MCO. In such case, the employer is not
required to notify the bureau during the open enrollment period.

(H) The bureau shall maintain and make available to employers electronically the list of
all MCOs contracting with the bureau, and shall provide adequate notice to
employers in writing of the deadline for new MCO selection.

(I) An MCO may not refuse to accept an employer that has selected it or has been
assigned to it by the bureau, unless the MCO has placed itself at capacity pursuant
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to rule 4123-6-03.3 of the Administrative Code the MCO contract.
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